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CES Software... about us
CES Software launched its ground breaking CES Touch Screen EPoS software in 
1997 and has since grown to become a market leader in the provision of powerful, 
affordable and user-friendly point of sale applications. Over this time a worldwide 
customer base has been built covering pubs, clubs, hotels, restaurants, convenience 
stores, amongst many others. 

CES Software is a subsidiary company of 3R Telecom Ltd; a software and services 
company which focuses on the retail, mobile telecoms, payment solutions and digital 
services markets. It builds on established retail management software products, and 
uses its senior management team’s experience of these industries to launch innovative 
new services into retail customers.

CES Software... bespoke development
CES Software cares about your business and one of the ways we show this is by 
offering bespoke software development with our software. All we need to know are 
your thoughts and what you would like to do with our software and we can help 
provide appropriate solutions that will help to enhance your business.

The ultimate 
EPoS solution 
for any industry

www.epossystems.com

Tel: 020 7523 5000
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One Solution... multiple possibilities CES Touch... key features CES Touch... business analysis made easy
CES Touch boasts multiple functions and versatility. The wide range of modules 
that can be plugged into the software redefines the meaning of bespoke, making it 
designed and tailored to you and your business, exactly to your requirements.

3rd Party Links & Integration

We offer a variety of links to 
industry standard apps that 
help emphasise the 'all in 
one' system. This includes 
hotel links, chip & PIN 
integration and much more.

Versatility

As we are not tied to specific 
hardware, we can boast plug 
and play for a wide range of 
peripherals and works well 
with almost any brand of 
hardware that you prefer. 

Business Analytics

With cloud based intelligence 
you can make changes to 
your inventory; run a variety 
of reports; monitor employee 
activity from anywhere in the 
world, at any time.

Ultimate Customisation

Alongside unique screen 
customisation, CES Touch 
also has the capability for 
different modules to be used 
to create your own bespoke 
software for your business.

Bookings & Reservations

If you require customers to 
book or reserve, CES Touch 
allows you to easily enter 
details and apply functions 
such as split bills, charge 
sheets and table planner.

Accounts

Mobile ETop-Up

Bookings

Multisite
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Support 

Constant feedback from 
our passionate customers 
is greatly appreciated and is 
always taken on board. Call 
or email us anytime or go 
online to our forum.

Pub, Bar & Club

CES Touch... available modules

CES Touch... software evolution at its finest

Newsagent

Advanced all in one EPoS software

Stay in control of your business no matter where you are with remote access

The most accurate business overview at any point in near real time reporting

Split bills, table planning, caller ID and many more add-on modules tailored for your 
industry

Bespoke screen design ensuring ease of use and rapid operation

Control access to features and functionality for individual users, or groups of users

Flexible movement operations on the fly - produce and receive orders, return items, 
transfer stock between locations, stock checks and adjustments

Fully configurable business summary reports


